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Abstract

We use a map introduced by Berkovits in [4] to determine the first levels of
the θ-expansion of vertex operators for leading Regge trajectory bosons in
the pure spinor formalism. This expansion is then used to confirm that in
the pure spinor formalism, the 3-point disc scattering of any leading Regge

trajectory bosons reproduces the corresponding Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz
result which were found by Schlotterer in [6].



Sammanfattning

Sedan början av 1900-talet och upptäckten av relativitetsteori och kvantfysik
har fysiker försökt att förena de krafter vi ser i naturen i ett enda gemen-
samt ramverk. Av de fyra krafter vi känner till idag finns ett gemensamt
ramverk för tre. Detta ramverk är en s̊a kallad kvantfältteori som har f̊att
det n̊agot stela namnet ”Standardmodellen”. Standardmodellen lyckas med
utomordentlig precision förklara flera fenomen p̊a den mikroskopiska skala
där kvantmekaniska effekter är uppenbara. Det tycks naturligt att det ska
finnas en s̊a kallad ”theory of everything” (TOE) - en allomfattande teori
för allt vi kan observera. Standardmodellen är dock bristfälligt s̊a tillvida
att den av de fyra krafterna ej inkluderar gravitation, och detta problem
har länge förefallit omöjligt att lösa. Om vi antar att det finns en TOE
som lyckas väva samman alla krafterna i en enda kvantteori st̊ar det klart
att den pusselbit som saknas för att idag formulera en TOE allts̊a är en
teori för kvantgravitation. Många försök har gjorts att formulera en s̊adan
med hjälp av de redskap som finns tillgängliga inom kvantfältteori men alla
försök lider av allvarliga problem i n̊agot avseende.

Inom teoretisk fysik idag finns en teori som studeras febrilt - strängteori.
Strängteori antar att istället för partiklar eller fält s̊a är universums bygg-
stenar ultramikroskopiska vibrerande strängar. Därmed är strängteori fun-
damentalt annorlunda än kvantfältteori. Strängteori är en potentiell TOE
som av nödvändighet inkluderar kvantgravitation men som även har m̊anga
andra överraskande egenskaper. Den kanske mest notoriska av dessa egen-
skaper är att strängteori kräver att det finns fler dimensioner än de fyra
rumstidsdimensioner vi är vana vid. Utöver detta och till skillnad fr̊an
standardmodellen m̊aste även strängteori inneh̊alla en oändlig mängd olika
tillst̊and av godtyckligt hög massa. Trots att dessa tillst̊and m̊aste existera
inom strängteori studeras de sällan i n̊agon större utsträckning.

Strängteori har under senare år f̊att en ny formulering som kallas ”the
pure spinor formalism” - PS-formalismen p̊a svenska. Denna upptäcktes
av Nathan Berkovits, och har m̊anga ytterst intressanta egenskaper som
erbjuder en möjlighet att med högre precision studera interaktioner mellan
strängar än n̊agonsin tidigare. PS-formalismen är allts̊a egentligen inte en
ny teori, utan snarast en översättning av konventionell strängteori till ett
alternativt matematisk ramverk med en annan struktur.

Inom strängteori finns en oändlig men ej uttömmande samling tillst̊and
som kallas LRT-tillst̊and. Den exakta definitionen av dessa tillst̊and är kom-
plicerad, men tillst̊anden själva och deras beskrivning inom strängteori är
jämförelsevis enkla. P̊a grund av detta erbjuder LRT-tillst̊and en mölighet
att studera interaktioner som annars är omöjliga att studera och som till
exempel inte har n̊agon motsvarighet inom standarmodellen. I den här up-
psatsen visar vi, för första g̊angen oss veterligen, hur vissa interaktioner
mellan godtyckligt massiva LRT-tillst̊and ser ut inom PS-formalismen.
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1 Notation and conventions

With the exception of the introduction, we set α′ = 2 in order to avoid
cluttering. Latin letters serve as vector indices while Greek letters index
Weyl spinors. Occasionally the following notation is used for totally anti-
symmetric tensors

Aq
I

= A[q1...qI ] = Aq1...qI

and, as suggested by the above expression, the square brackets indicate
normalized anti-symmetrization. For example

γp
2α
β = γp1p2αβ

γp
3

αβ = γp1p2p3αβ .

We denote an irreducible representation by its dimension in boldface with
the exception that, when first mentioned, the Dynkin label will be used
instead. In this thesis, this will only be ambiguous in the case of the 16-
dimensional Weyl spinor representations but here the notation (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) =
16 and (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) = 16′ is used to distinguish between the two. The space
16[n] is the subspace of totally anti-symmetric tensors in the n-fold product
space 16⊗ . . .⊗ 16.

In order to determine the direct sum decompositions of product modules
we have used LiE. Additionally, GAMMA has been used to verify several
γ-matrix products.
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2 Introduction

The aim of this Masters thesis is to determine the tree-level amplitudes of
leading Regge trajectory (LRT) states within the pure spinor (PS) formal-
ism. In this section we will outline one method that achieves this for 3-point
disc amplitudes. The thesis was mainly inspired by the work of Sagnotti
and Taronna[3], and the subsquent work by Schlotterer[6]. The latter’s in-
terest in the LRT states is essentially two-fold: To begin with, in the limit
α′ → ∞ the states become massless, and so the interactions of the LRT
states provide an insight into massless higher-spin dynamics. Secondly, for
a low string scale one could observe several of the interactions experimentally
in the LHC in any compactification scenario. Although this certainly adds
to our interest, it should be understood that our motivation for studying the
LRT states is somewhat different. Rather than attempting to expand the
understanding of their interactions, say, by determining higher loop order
scatterings, this thesis relies on the results from [6] to gain some understand-
ing of how the LRT states appear in the PS formalism, and this can be seen
as our main motivation. However, a natural continuation of this work would
be to use the power of the PS formalism to determine the contributions to
the scatterings in [6] from higher genus surfaces, which could provide new
insights into the interactions of LRT states.

One reason for studying the PS formalism is that, unlike the Ramond-
Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) formalism, the PS formalism is manifestly supersym-
metric. For the RNS string substantial complications arise when one con-
siders interactions beyond the tree-level or with a large number of external
fermions. Moreover, the PS action can be quantized in any background with-
out some of the difficulties that arise for the RNS string. An introduction
to the PS formalism with a more exhaustive explanation of its advantages
can be found in [5].

On the other hand, the PS formalism suffers from some complications
that are not present in the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) formalism. One
of the primary issues is that the relationship between the physical states and
the vertex operators is quite opaque - to our knowledge only the massless
and first massive levels have been studied at any depth, see e.g. [1] and
[2]. Additionally the integrated vertex operators for the first massive states
are still unknown, which drastically constricts the possibility of determining
interactions on higher genus surfaces or with N -point interactions on the
disc.

As mentioned in the first paragraph, the main aim of the thesis is to
determine the vertex operators of LRT bosons to such a degree of precision
that the three LRT boson scatterings on the disc can be determined. In
several ways this focus is the result of a sequence of consecutive restrictions
to our scope. To begin with, the LRT states are in a sense the simplest
heavy states known from the RNS string. Certainly this simplicity serves to
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partially motivate the work done in [6] and [3]. Once we have restricted our
attention to these states it is immediately clear that it would be impractical
to attempt to apply the very general method from [1], that is, to parametrize
the most general vertex operator on every mass level and then restrict our
attention to the LRT states. A more workable way to find the PS vertex
operators would be to somehow map their well known RNS counterparts into
the PS formalism, thereby using our comparatively extensive knowledge of
these. Thankfully, such a map is provided in [4] but although it is very
helpful, two major difficulties arise: Firstly, it is difficult to determine its
action unless one applies it to RNS states in the 0-picture, which naturally
means that there is no simple way of knowing how it acts on R-states.
Secondly the map only determines part of the PS vertex operator, which
leaves the task of determining it to a higher degree of precision by using
the PS cohomology condition.1 Thus, in order to use this map our scope is
by necessity further confined to bosons, and it will turn out to be the case
that the LRT bosons have vertex operators which are comparatively easy to
determine. Finally, to find general PS N -point disc amplitudes one has to
to determine the integrated vertex operators unless only 3-point scatterings
on the disc are considered.

To summarize then, the main idea is to use [4] and [6] to take a first look
at LRT bosons in the PS formalism, and to verify the 3-point disc amplitude
of such states within the PS formalism. Naturally this does not provide any
new insight into these interactions but rather a glimpse of the massive PS
interactions and vertex operators. However, a natural next step for research
in this direction would be to investigate higher loop order scatterings of LRT
bosons where the advantages of the PS formalism should be significant and
provide new details of the higher spin interactions. By necessity one would
have to determine the integrated form of the PS vertex operators in order to
determine such interactions, and the map in [4] can be used to achieve this
as well. Since relatively little is known of integrated PS vertex operators
for massive states, using methods similar to those used in this thesis may
offer a significant advantage over more general methods when determining
LRT boson vertex operators. Thus it would also be of interest as a means
to study the integrated operators of the pure spinor formalism.

In accordance with the limits discussed above we will show the following.
In 3.2 the vertex operators of LRT bosons are given and the 3-point LRT
boson disc amplitude is given. Following that, section 3.3 gives a brief
introduction to the minimal PS formalism. In 4.1 we then describe the map
from [4] and then in 4.2 and 4.3 we apply the PS cohomology condition
to determine the vertex operator to such a degree that we can determine
3-point scatterings on the disc. This is done by recognizing that, because

1In fact a more general map exists which does not have this problem. This map is
more complicated to use however, and we will only consider it briefly.
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we focus on LRT bosons, the problem at hand is encoded in the cohomology
condition for the vertex operators of the n = 1 massive states of the PS
string. The results from the RNS sector are confirmed in 4.4, and finally,
some general comments are made on this method in 5.

I would like to extend my thanks to my supervisor, Joseph Minahan,
who directed my attention towards the subject matter and whose advice to
begin writing things down I wish I had taken to heart sooner than I did.
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3 Preliminaries

3.1 String theory and the RNS formalism, briefly

In this section we very briefly introduce string theory and the RNS formal-
ism, with the primary purpose to provide an outline of key concepts to a
reader who has not studied string theory but has some familiarity with QFT.
Therefore, what follows is by no means exhaustive even as an introduction.
For the sake of brevity we omit several important subjects that are not di-
rectly used at later points in this thesis. For a more in-depth introduction
to string theory we refer the reader to [8], or, for a description that also ties
into the PS string, [5] is excellent.

The matter action in a flat background is defined on the Euclidean string
worldsheet and in conformal gauge it takes the form

SmRNS = λχ+

∫
d2z∂Xm∂Xm + ψm∂ψ

m + ψ̃m∂ψ̃
m (1)

where we consider λ to be some scalar2 and χ is the Euler characteristic of
the worldsheet. Note that χ can be seen as the worldsheet Einstein-Hilbert
action, which is topological in two dimensions. It serves an important role
in the perturbative expansion of the string S-matrix.

The Xm are bosonic worldsheet scalars, and the ψm are fermionic world-
sheet spinors. With the exception of the X sector the theory naturally splits
into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors. In order to determine a well-
defined path integral we include the Fadeev-Popov ghosts which in conformal
gauge are given by the ghost action

SgRNS =

∫
d2zb∂c+ b̃∂c̃+ β∂γ + β̃∂γ̃. (2)

Varying the above action with respect to Xm gives the equations of
motion on the interior of the worldsheet and a boundary condition. The
boundary condition can essentially be solved in two ways: Either by assum-
ing that the fields Xm are periodic and the string is closed, or assuming that
the right-moving (anti-holomorphic) and left-moving (holomorphic) parts of
Xm are related at the boundary and the string is open.3 The ψm also satisfy
a boundary condition, which can be considered as a periodicity requirement
for the ψm. There are two distinct solutions to this condition: The ψm are
either in the Ramond (R) sector or the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector. The

2Much like our choice of a flat background, the value of λ can be interpreted as defining
a state of a more complete theory. In effect then, string theory as presented here is just a
description of the dynamics of this more general theory in a particular background.

3In general, open string endpoints are confined to moving on objects known as D-branes
and to each endpoint of a string we associate a so called Chan-Paton factor to designate
the D-brane. In the technical jargon, we work here with a ”space-filling” D-brane so that
endpoints are allowed to move freely.
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R sector contains fields that are double-valued whereas the NS sector only
contains single-valued objects.

In a sense it is possible to consider an open string as ”half” of a closed
string. Roughly speaking one can determine a single holomorphic closed
string sector by identifying the anti-holomorphic fields as extensions of holo-
morphic fields beyond the boundary of the open string. For the purposes
of this thesis we will confine ourselves to open strings: The overall effect of
this identification is indirectly seen in several places. If we were to consider
closed strings, every expression in this section would as a rule of thumb also
contain an additional term where the holomorphic fields have been substi-
tuted for their anti-holomorphics counterparts.

Using the above we can schematically give a Euclidean path integral over
a worldsheet by

〈. . .〉 =

∫
[dX][dψ][db][dc][dβ][dγ]e−S

m
RNS−S

g
RNS . . . . (3)

This expression looks deceptively simple, and we should mention some generic
issues involved in evaluating it. By introducing ghosts the problem of over-
counting states may appear to have been taken care of but this is not entirely
true. In fact, the conformal gauge that has been used to fix the worldsheet
geometry does not necessarily fix all of the gauge freedom of the theory and
so it needs to be accounted for in some way. Additionally, when we consider
scatterings we’re typically interested in these path integrals, not on a surface
with a particular geometry, but rather on all surfaces of a given genus. How-
ever, there are typically gauge-inequivalent geometries with the same genus
and to complicate matters even more the worldsheet is a super-Riemann
surface - it has a non-commutative geometry which can admit several in-
equivalent spin structures, similar to the different genera of commutative
geometry. A more rigorous way of writing the path integral is to include
explicit reference to the geometry considered. For a given geometry we can
evaluate expectation values of operators with (3) by using, say, generating
functionals of the fields. The form of the functionals then reflects the ge-
ometry. To add to this, the restrictions that topology imposes on bundles
over Riemann surfaces are very well understood, and therefore we can to
some extent determine how the fields of different weights can contribute to
the path integral for a given topology and spin structure. The path inte-
grals corresponding to different structures can be very different to evaluate,
and therefore determining all expectation values of some operator at a given
genus can be a gruelling task.

The RNS string observes superconformal symmetry - it is a supercon-
formal field theory (SCFT) of the worldsheet. Even the smaller conformal
symmetry imposes significant constraints on the theory. To begin with there
is an isomorphism between the states and local operators and in particular
we can use so called vertex operators to specify the asymptotic states of any
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CFT. Another important implication of conformal symmetry is that the ex-
pectation value of any two local operators has a convergent expansion, the
operator product expansion (OPE). For two local operators

〈A(z)B(w) . . .〉 = 〈
∑
n∈Z

σn(A,B)(z)(w − z)n . . .〉 (4)

where σn(A,B)(z) are non-singular local operators. This expansion has a
radius of convergence up to the next insertion indicated by . . . which we
have assumed is further away from z than w is. For RNS we have

Xm(w,w)Xn(z, z) ∼ −ηmn ln |w − z|2 ψm(w)ψn(z) ∼ ηmn

w − z
b(w)c(z) ∼ 1

w − z
β(w)γ(z) ∼ 1

w − z
(5)

where the ∼ indicates that the expansion includes all singular terms of the
OPE.

Let z′ = az for a ∈ C∗ - this is a rescaling and rotation of the worldsheet
and is an example of a conformal transformation. Then an operator A is
said to be of weight h if A′(z′) = a−hA(z). Of particular interest are the
primary fields which under conformal transformations satisfy

A′(z′) = (∂zz
′)−hA(z). (6)

This property also implies that for primary fields the OPE with the stress-
energy tensor has a very constrained form. Again, note that we have ex-
cluded the anti-holomorphic sector here. Before we move on we state the
weights of the fields that appear in RNS. The Xm field has weight 0 while
the ψm has weight 1

2 . The b ghost has weight 2, the c ghost weight −1 and
the β has weight 3

2 while γ has weight −1
2 .

One can show that the OPEs, stress-energy tensor T , and states de-
termine a CFT entirely - if there exists an isomorphism between the local
operators of two CFTs and this isomorphism identifies the stress-energy ten-
sors and respects the OPEs, then the theories are the same. We will briefly
encounter this when we consider the RNS vertex operators where we will
substitute the βγ system for a bosonic holomorphic weight 0 field φ and
fermionic fields ξ and η, of conformal weight 0 and 1 respectively. To be
precise we let

β ↔ e−φ∂ξ γ ↔ eφη

φ(w)φ(z) ∼ − ln(w − z)2 ξ(w)η(z) ∼ 1

w − z
(7)

with all other OPEs regular. Somewhat surprisingly one can exchange
fermionic and bosonic fields in this manner and this type of substitution
process is often called bosonization. Another instance where bosonization is
useful is in the contruction of the ground states for the R sector.
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The physical states are in the cohomology of the nilpotent BRST oper-
ator

QRNS =

∮
dzjRNS(z) where

jRNS = cTm + γGm +
1

2
(cT g + γGg) (8)

where the T ’s are the stress-energy tensors of the matter and ghost sectors
respectively. The Gs are the matter and ghost contributions to the current
associated to worldsheet supersymmetry. Their exact form can be found in
[5].

There are some subtleties with this construction. For the open string the
most glaring issue is the presence of a tachyon in the spectrum. Additionally,
the spectrum is not spacetime supersymmetric. To resolve these issues we
define the worldsheet spinor number F to count the number of (worldsheet)
spinors mod 2 in a state, and for the open string we keep only the states
that have (−1)F = 1, that is, states with an even number of spinors. This
allows us to further divide states into sectors named NS± and R±, according
to the sign of (−1)F . To complete this construction for the open string we
also need to include a closed sector which will ensure N = 1 supersymmetry
and the presence of gravitons. An example of vertex operators would be the
massless open string spectrum

Vb(k) = e−φψmeikXφm(k) k2 = 0 and kmφm = 0 (9)

Vf (k) =
∑
s

e−
1
2
φeikXΘ(s)us(k) k2 = 0 and kmΓmss′us′ = 0 (10)

where u is a Dirac spinor. The Θ is known as a spin field and it contains
the ψm of the R sector.

Another property of RNS vertex operators is that there exists an infinite
number of equivalent vertex operators, all related by isomorphisms called the
picture changing operators (PCOs). The various pictures have different βγ
charge. In the bosonized form the charge q appears in the vertex operators
as factors of eqφ. For NS+ states the corresponding vertex operators are
typically given in the −1 picture while for R+ states the −1

2 picture is
canonical. The PCOs change the picture by integer values, so only the NS+
states can be put in the 0-picture. When considering scatterings over a
given topology of genus g it can be shown that the overall βγ charge of the
insertions must be 2g− 2. It does not matter, however, which operators are
in what picture so long as the overall contribution is the same.

Finally, with regard to the above vertex operators we should note that
we have stripped them of the so-called Chan Paton matrices. In other words,
we consider only the partial amplitdues, from which it is easy to determine
the full amplitudes including the Chan-Paton matrices.
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We can construct the S-matrix of the superstring and, depending on the
value of λ, the perturbative expansion over the worldsheet genera may or
may not be useful. In the RNS formalism it can be complicated to deter-
mine amplitudes over a general worldsheet of genus g, largely due to the
need to sum amplitudes over 22g spin structures. In this regard, the pres-
ence of worldsheet spinors constitutes a significant complication of the RNS
formalism. Of course at the tree level, that is, for the disc amplitudes, g = 0
and so there’s only a single spin structure. Also, all metrics over the disc
are gauge equivalent to the flat metric so there is only a single geometric
structure to consider. Going back to the generic case it is necessary to inte-
grate over all the positions of vertex operator insertions to give a worldsheet
coordinate independent amplitude. However, on the disc there is still some
unfixed symmetry that has to be accounted for in some way, and this is
usually done by fixing the positions of three vertex operator insertions. All
in all then it can be seen that the 3-point disc amplitudes are some of the
simplest we can determine, and for examples of calculations of these the
interested reader is referred to [6].

3.2 LRT bosons in the RNS formalism

One reason to take an interest in the superstring interactions is that string
theory has well understood higher-spin dynamics. By contrast, in QFT for
spacetime dimension D ≥ 4 one finds that generic theories of fields of spin
3
2 or greater are non-renormalizable. Thus perturbation theory is not in
general a sufficient tool to understand higher-spin dynamics in QFT. The
LRT states of string theory constitute a collection of states of arbitrarily
high spin with simple couplings.

For LRT bosons, that is the physical NS+ states satisfying s = n + 1
where s is the spin and n the mass level such that 2n = −k2, one finds the
associated vertex operators in the −1 picture

V (−1)
n =

1

2n
: i∂xX

m1 . . . i∂xX
mnψmn+1e−φeikX : φm1...mn+1 (11)

where the ∂x indicate the boundary derivatives. BRST-invariance imposes
that φm1...mn+1 is totally symmetric and the conditions ηmimjφm1...mn+1 =
kmiφm1...mn+1 = 0 for i, j = 1, . . . n + 1. In other words, it holds that
φm1...mn+1 ∈ (n + 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and φm1...mn+1 is divergence free. It is not
immediately clear that this operator is in the cohomology of QRNS , and
it can be convenient to use covariant quantization instead of the BRST
methods when working only in the RNS sector. However, the simple form of
the operator is noteworthy, cf. the NS+ massless vertex operator (9). The
general LRT boson operator above simply looks like the massless one with
additional factors of i∂xX

m.
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3.3 Pure spinor superstring

For the sake of keeping this work relatively self-contained we introduce the
minimal PS formalism here. Although the formally equivalent non-minimal
PS formalism has several useful properties it is more complicated and does
not offer any advantages for the purposes of this thesis. The interested reader
is instead referred to [5] and [7] for a look into the two PS formalisms.

As our interest is confined to the open string we consider only the left-
moving sector, and mirror the upper half plane disc to extend our definition
of the fields to the lower half-plane so that the theory can be formulated in
terms of holomorphic fields. The minimal pure spinor action in conformal
gauge and a flat background with α′ = 2 is given by

S =

∫
d2z(

1

2
∂Xm∂̄Xm + pα∂̄θ

α − wα∂̄λα). (12)

Here X is the usual bosonic matter field while pθ is a matter bc-system
of Weyl spinors and wλ is a βγ-system of Weyl spinors. p and w are of
conformal weight 1 and additionally the wλ system is curved, that is, λ is
subject to the pure spinor constraint

(λγmλ) = 0 (13)

This constraint is commonly solved by performing a Wick rotation and
breaking the SO(10)-symmetry into U(5) = SU(5)×U(1) where in terms of
SU(5) content the spinor decomposes as 16→ (1,10,5), λα → (λ+, λa, λab)
and λa is determined from the other components.4 In terms of SU(5) tensors

λa = − 1

8λ+
εabcdeλbcλde (14)

which we note is a singular solution as λ+ → 0. This causes some problems
for us in 4.1.

The pure spinor constraint gives a gauge transformation on the conjugate
field w - it can be shown that (13) determines the gauge transformation
wα 7→ w′α = wα + (γmλ)αAm for arbitrary Am. It follows that w can only
appear in combinations that are invariant under this transformation which
are given by

Nmn =
1

2
(wγmnλ)

J = (wλ). (15)

By requiring that N is a primary field and that the Lorentz current Mmn =
1
2(pγmnθ)+Nmn has the same OPEs as the RNS current M̂mn = ψmψn one

4Here we have not given the Dynkin labels for these SU(5)-representations as they are
only mentioned in this instance and will not play a direct role in the remainder of the
thesis. Similarly, the U(1) charges of the SU(5) modules are not stated as this would
unnecessarily clutter the expressions.
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can determine the OPEs of the minimal pure spinor theory fully. One finds
that

Xm(y, ȳ)Xn(z, z̄) ∼ −ηmn(ln |y − z|2 + ln |y − z̄|2)

pα(y)θβ(z) ∼ δβα
(y − z)

J(y)λα(z) ∼ 1

(y − z)
λα(z)

Nmn(y)λα(z) ∼ 1

2(y − z)
(γmnλ)α(z) J(y)J(z) ∼ − 4

(y − z)2

J(y)Nmn(z) ∼ 0

Nmn(y)Npq(z) ∼
3

(y − z)2
δmnpq −

2

(y − z)
δ

[m
[p N

n]
q](z). (16)

The states of mass m2 = 2n are the elements of conformal weight n at zero
momentum and ghost charge +1 in the cohomology of the nilpotent operator

Q =

∫
dzλαdα. (17)

Thus the unintegrated vertex operators V satisfy

QV = 0 (18)

and the gauge transformations are V ∼ V + QΛ, where Λ is of conformal
weight n at zero momentum and ghost charge 0. The integrated operators U
can be shown to satisfy QU = ∂V , thus reproducing a relationship between
the two from the RNS formalism. Here

dα = pα −
1

2
(γmθ)α∂X

m − 1

8
(γmθ)α(θγm∂θ). (19)

For superfields A and z on the boundary, i.e. at z = z̄ it holds that

dα(y)A(z) ∼ 1

y − z
DαA(z) ∂Xm(y)A(z) ∼ 2

y − z
∂mA(z)

dα(y)dβ(z) ∼ −1

y − z
γmαβΠm(z) (20)

where Dα = ∂α + (γmθ)α∂
m and Πm = ∂Xm + 1

2(θγm∂θ). From these one
can verify that the condition (13) is indeed sufficient for the operator Q to
satisfy Q2 = 0.

3.4 Pure spinor disc amplitudes

On the disc the fields of positive conformal weight has no zero modes so they
contribute to the amplitude only from contractions between the operators
using the OPEs of (16). The X-sector of the PS string is identical to that of
the RNS string, so it will be left out of the discussion here. The PS N-point
disc amplitude A can be shown to be given by

A = 〈V1V2V3

∫
U1 . . .

∫
UN−3〉 (21)
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where the PS part of the measure is such that

〈(λγmθ)(λγnθ)(λγpθ)(θγs3θ)〉PS =
1

120
δmnp
s3

(22)

and all other combinations vanish. For our calculations in 4.4 the following
is also useful,

〈(λγs3θ)(λγmθ)(λγnθ)(θγr3θ)〉PS =
1

70
δ

[s1
[mη n][r1δ

s2s3]
r2r3] . (23)

which can be found in [7].
Since the 3-point scattering we consider here will eventually turn out to

be very similar to that of three gluons5, we will show how the latter can be
calculated. The unintegrated gluon vertex operator is

V = ((λγmθ)− ikr
4

(λγsθ)(θγ
srmθ) + . . .)eikxφm (24)

Let V(i) be the part of V of order i in the θ-expansion of V . Then the 3-point
disc amplitude is

〈V 1V 2V 3〉 = 〈V 1
(1)V

2
(1)V

3
(1)〉+ 〈V 1

(1)V
2

(3)V
3

(1)〉+ 〈V 1
(3)V

2
(1)V

3
(1)〉 (25)

because all other combinations contain too few or too many θ’s to contribute
to the amplitude. One finds that

〈V 1
(1)V

2
(1)V

3
(3)〉 = − ik

r
3

4
〈(λγmθ)(λγnθ)(λγsθ)(θγsrpθ)〉PSφ1mφ2nφ

p
3 =

= − ik
r
3

4

δmnrp
45

φ1mφ2nφ
p
3 =

=
1

360
(φ1mk

m
2 φ2nφ

n
3 + φ1mφ2nk

n
3φ

m
3 ) (26)

where in the last line conservation of momentum and transversality have
been used. The three different combinations of V(3) insertions all have the
same form up to indexation, so summing over the three one finds the partial
amplitude

〈V 1V 2V 3〉 =
1

180
(φ1mk

m
2 φ2nφ

n
3 + φ1mφ2nk

n
3φ

m
3 + φ1mφ

m
2 φ

n
3k1n). (27)

5For simplicity the massless open string bosons are referred to as gluons in the following.
This may be slightly misleading but since we only take an interest in the partial amplitudes,
i.e., without considering Chan-Paton matrices this will not be an issue.
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4 Vertex operators

4.1 Mapping of RNS vertex operators

In [4] Berkovits defines a map that relates the RNS BRST operator to that
of the PS theory. Instead of giving the details, we will give a condensed
description of the map and mention how pure spinors enter into the con-
struction.

In order to define this map we begin by adding β̃γ̃ and bc sectors (both
distinct from the RNS ghosts) to the PS theory and adjust the PS BRST
operator so that the new sector is topological, that is, so that it does not
affect the cohomology. We use the RNS fields ψm to define twisted fields

ψ̃m,
¯̃
ψm of weight 0 and 1 respectively. The twist is defined in terms of U(5)

fields, and includes a spinor λα. Similar to how the PS BRST operator was
modified it is necessary to modify the RNS BRST operator to retain the
RNS cohomology when introducing the worldsheet field λα. The twisted
fields can then be used to define the PS fermionic fields θα and pβ, and in
terms of the λα we have the following expression for the twist and θα, pβ

ψm = γψ̃n
(λγmγn)+

2λ+
+ γψ̃n

(λγmγn)+

2λ+

ψm = γ
(pγm)+

2λ+
+

1

γ
(λγmθ) (28)

where γ is the usual RNS ghost. From the first expression it can be shown
(by considering the twist in terms of its U(5) content) that a pure spinor
λα is the appropriate parameter to describe all twists of the form indicated.
The second expression indicates how we substitute the ψm of RNS into
new fermionic fields θα, pβ. However, the ghosts β have a non-trivial OPE
with the twisted fields. To circumvent this inconvenience, Berkovits defines
new ghost fields φ̃, ξ̃, η̃, γ̃, β̃ by requiring that η̃ has weight 1 and that they
reproduce the OPEs of the usual RNS ghosts and matter fields. The new
ghost fields depend in a non-trivial manner on the old ghosts and the spin
field Θ.

To summarize then we have

QRNS =

∫
jRNS ↔

∫
jRNS + λαpα = Q′RNS ↔

↔ e−ReUeSQ′RNSe
−Se−UeR =

∫
λαdα + γ̃b↔

∫
λαdα = Q (29)

where jRNS is the RNS BRST current expressed in terms of the ”new”
fields. The operators S,U, and R in the similarity transformations can
be found in [4]. A few comments are in order before we proceed. Both
the similarity transformations and the expression for the ψm in eq. (28)
explicitly contain inverse powers of λ+ which in fact can be zero. It can be
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shown that, when we map vertex operators of RNS into the PS formalism in
the way indicated here, the inverse powers of λ+ can be removed by adding
an appropriate BRST trivial term, but this still prevents us from making a
direct identification.

Generally then, the bosonized ghosts φ, η, ξ of the RNS string are mapped
in a complex manner into the PS theory. However, these issues can be
avoided for operators in the zero picture, that is, for elements of the NS+
sector. For these Berkovits suggested the following map: For some W , a
N = 1 superconformal primary of weight 1

2 built from Xm and ψm it holds
that the 0-picture vertex operator can be written on the form

V (0) = γW + cG− 1
2
W = ηeφW + cG− 1

2
W (30)

By applying the picture lowering operator or by recognition one finds that

V (−1)(z) = P−1V
(0)(z) = lim

w→z
(c∂ξe−2φ)(w)V (0)(z) = ce−φW (z) (31)

which allows us to identify W from equation (11). For elements of the NS+
sector each such W is of the form W = ψmfm(X, M̂), where M̂pq = ψpψq

and f also may depend on derivatives of X and M . Then, corresponding to
this RNS vertex operator a term V(1) of the PS vertex operator is given by

V(1) = (λγmθ)fm(X, M̂) (32)

where Mmn = Nmn + 1
2(pγmnθ). This is taken to be the lowest order term

in the expansion of the unintegrated PS vertex operator V

V =
∑
n∈N

V(2n+1) (33)

where V(2n+1) has 2n+ 1 more θ’s than p’s. The PS vertex operators satisfy
the cohomology condition (18), also referred to as the equation of motion.
With respect to the pθ-expansion one finds that (18) is

Q(−1)V(n+1) = −Q(+1)V(n−1) −Q(+3)V(n−3) (34)

where Q is split into three parts according to how it acts with respect to the
pθ grading. Note that Q(−1)V(1) = 0 and accordingly V(−n) = 0 for n > 0.
The Q(−1) has a nontrivial cohomology in general but Berkovits conjectures
[4] that this should not be an issue for W satisfying the aforementioned
conditions. For the LRT bosons this is confirmed to be the case to the order
of O(θ3).

4.2 Determining the equations of motion

For LRT bosons of mass N

V(1) =: i∂Xm1 . . . i∂XmN eikX : (λγmN+1θ)φm1...mN+1 . (35)

14



As X has a regular OPE with the spinors appearing in the pure spinor string
it will be convenient to define

: i∂Xm1 . . . i∂XmN−1eikX : φm1...mN−1mn = Φmn ∈ 54 = (2, 0, 0, 0, 0)

and let the normal ordering of the matter fields X, p, and θ be implicit. Here
we have not used boundary derivatives ∂xX as we want to follow Berkovits
and Chand́ıa [1] as closely as possible to avoid any additional complications.
The overall effect of this is only seen in the OPEs and the ’missing’ factor
of 2−N in V(1). The ordering of the curved wλ system is kept explicit, and
is defined as in [1].

Q(+1)V(1) =
−i
2

(
N∂(λγmθ)(λγnθ) + 2kr(λγ

rθ)(λγmθ)i∂Xn
)
Φmn =

=
−i
2

(
N∂(λγmθ) + 2kr(λγ

rθ)i∂Xm
)
(λγnθ)Φmn. (36)

Since the Φ-(λp) OPE is regular it follows that the problem of determining
the solutions of Q(−1)V3 = Q(+1)V(1) is encoded in the equations of motion
for the first massive level. To clarify, we anticipate that there exists some
operator S of conformal dimension 1 and ghost charge +1 such that

V(3) = SmnΦmn =

=
(
∂λαAmnα + λα∂θµBmn

αµ + λαpµC
µmn
α +

+λα∂XpHmn
pα + : λαJ : Emnα + : λαN st : Fmnαst

)
Φmn. (37)

Note that B ∈ O(θ2) and C ∈ O(θ4). The latter of the two terms in
(36) is familiar from the case of gluons, and the corresponding term in
V(3) can be determined by recognition. Similarly, as higher terms in the
θ-expansion are determined for the LRT boson vertex V , one can determine
these from the equations of motion for higher mass level PS vertex operators,
e.g. the equation Q(−1)V(5) = −Q(+1)V(3) − Q(+3)V(1) for the LRT boson
vertex operator can be solved by using the second massive level equations
of motion.

Q(−1)V(3) =

(
− λαλβ∂θµ∂βBmn

αµ + λαλβ∂Xp∂βH
mn
pα +

−pµλαλβ(∂αC
µmn
β + δµβE

mn
α +

1

2
γstµβF

mn
αst )+

+λα∂λβ(∂αA
mn
β +Bmn

αβ −
α′

2
∂αE

mn
β − α′

4
∂µγ

stµ
βF

mn
αst )+

+ : λαλβJ : ∂αE
mn
β + : λαλβN st : ∂βF

mn
αst

)
Φmn. (38)

Equation (34) then reads

−iN
2

λαλβγmµβ(γnθ)αΦmn = −λαλβ∂βBmn
αµ Φmn (39)
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−ikrλαλβ(γrθ)α(λγmθ)βi∂X
nΦmn = λαλβ∂Xp∂βH

mn
pα Φmn (40)

0 = λαλβ(∂αC
µmn
β + δµβE

mn
α +

1

2
γstµβF

mn
αst )Φmn (41)

−iN
2

λα∂λβ(γmθ)β(γnθ)αΦmn = λα∂λβ(∂αA
mn
β +Bmn

αβ − ∂αEmnβ +

−1

2
∂µγ

stµ
βF

mn
αst )Φmn + (: λαλβJ : ∂αE

mn
β + : λαλβN st : ∂βF

mn
αst )Φmn.(42)

There are some subtleties involved in the normal ordering definition used for
the λw system. To begin with the λN , λJ , and ∂λ are not entirely linearly
independent, and so there is a gauge freedom

δΛF
st
α = 2γ

[s
αβΛt]β δΛEα = −γsαβΛsβ δΛAα = −4γsαβΛsβ. (43)

In particular, if Fαst ∈ 144 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0) it follows that : λαN st : Fαst = 0
since one can pick a Λ such that Λ16′ = 0 which implies that δΛE = δΛA = 0
and for some suitable such Λ it holds that δΛF = −F .

A similar problem arises because some parts of the λ∂λ and : λN : and
: λJ : overlap, that is, the three are linearly dependent. This is the reason
why equation (42) cannot be separated into multiple independent equations.
Indeed, as seen in [1], one finds that equation (42) splits into four equations
related by a superfield K. Using the PS constraint (13) one can show that
the above is equivalent to

0 = γαβ
p5

(−iN
2

γmµβ(γnθ)α + ∂βB
mn
αµ

)
Φmn (44)

0 = γαβ
p5

(
kr(γ

rθ)α(γmθ)βδ
n
p − ∂βHmn

pα

)
Φmn (45)

0 = γαβ
p5

(
∂αC

µmn
β + δµβE

mn
α +

1

2
γstµβF

mn
αst

)
Φmn (46)

4× 96Kp5 = γαβ
p5

(
∂αA

mn
β − iN

2
(γmθ)α(γnθ)β +Bmn

αβ +

−∂αEmnβ − 1

2
∂µγ

stµ
βF

mn
αst

)
Φmn (47)

32× 96Ks
p3s = γαβ

p5

(
∂αA

mn
β − iN

2
(γmθ)α(γnθ)β +Bmn

αβ

−∂αEmnβ − 1

2
∂µγ

stµ
βF

mn
αst

)
Φmn (48)

tr(γp5γ
q5)Kq5 = γαβ

p5
∂βE

mn
α Φmn (49)

−2tr(γp5γ
q4[s)K

t]
q4

= γαβ
p5
∂βF

mnst
α Φmn. (50)

Note that there is an additional factor of 2 present in the last equation when
compared to [1], which is due to the normalization of anti-symmetrization.
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4.3 Solving the equations of motion

We can solve (44) and (45) with relative ease:

Bmn
αµ =

−iN
2

(γmθ)α(γnθ)µ

Hmn
pα =

kr
22

(γsθ)α(θγsrmθ)δnp (51)

The remaining equations do not in any way depend on the momentum km

so solving (46), (47), (48), and (49) only requires us to consider A, C, E,
and F as maps from 54⊗ 16[p] into the appropriate spaces, so for example
C : 54⊗16[4] → 16⊗16′. The representation theory simplifies the problem
somewhat since it shows that A = E = 0, while F ∈ 144⊕560 and C = 210
where 560 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1) and 210 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1).

Picking F ∈ 560 may seem ideal but because the 144 part of F is entirely
irrelevant we instead let F = a(N)F̂ and C = b(N)Ĉ be determined by

F̂ stα = (γmθ)α(θγnstθ)Φmn

Ĉµα = (γsθ)α(γmtθ)µ(θγnstθ)Φmn. (52)

Then there is the issue that F̂ and Ĉ may not span the solution spaces - it
is possible that C = 0 or F ∈ 144. However, below it is demonstrated that
this is not the case by showing that applying some linear operators on F
and C give non-zero results. For F the operators in question will be related
to equation (34) so - as was mentioned earlier - they can only give non-zero
results if F ∈ 560.

For representation theory reasons, equations (47) and (49) are trivially
satisfied. Therefore we may without loss of generality assume that K ∈
10⊗ 210 ∩ 54⊗ 16[2] = 120⊕ 1728 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)⊕ (1, 0, 0, 1, 1).

To avoid cluttering we let anti-symmetrization be implicit in the pi in-
dices. The right hand side of (48) is

−1

2
γαβ
p3
∂µγ

stµ
βF̂αst = 4× 96(θγnp2p3θ)Φp1n

γαβ
p3

(−iN)(γmθ)α(γnθ)βΦmn = (−6iN)(θγnp2p3θ)Φp1n (53)

while the right hand side of (50) is

γαβ
p5
∂αF̂

st
β =

4

96
(3ηms1tr(γp5γ

nsts2s3)− ηm[str(γt]ns
3
γp5))(θγs3θ)Φmn(54)

The 3-form part, i.e., the 120-component of K is entirely determined by
(48) while 1728 is determined only by (50). As was the case for F , it is
convenient to pick basis elements based on the simplicity of their form rather
than requiring them to be in a single irreducible representation. Let

Ks
p4 = k1(N)δsp1(θγnp2p3θ)Φp4n + k2(N)(θγp1p2p3θ)Φ

s
p4 (55)
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and remember that we implicitly assume that the pi are anti-symmetrized.
Then the left hand sides of (49) and (48) respectively are

Ks
p3s = −1

4
(7k1(N) + 3k2(N))(θγnq1q2θ)Φq3n

−2tr(γp5γ
q4[s)K

t]
q4

= −2k1(N)tr(γp5γ
q2q3mst)(θγnq2q3θ)Φmn+

−2k2(N)tr(γp5γ
q3m[s)(θγq3θ)Φ

t]
m (56)

It follows that if F = a(N)F̂

96(4a(N)− iN

16
) = −8× 96(7k1(N) + 3k2(N))

12

96
a(N) = −2k1(N)

− 4

96
a(N) = −2k2(N) (57)

One can reduce this linear system to the expression

a(N) =
iN

16
(58)

Finally there is equation (46) to take care of. It is more complicated than the
equations previously considered, mainly because it is of order O(θ3). There
is, however, only a single irreducible representation to which this expression
belongs, so the various γ-product terms that appear are all proportional.
The constants of proportionality can be determined by projecting the γ-
matrix expressions onto a simple enough space so that the terms become
trivial to compare, e.g., by taking traces over the spinor indices.

One finds that the F contribution to (46) is

1

2
γαβ
p5
γstµβF̂αst = −30(γ n

[p5
θ)µ(θγp2p3p4θ)Φp1]n. (59)

The contribution from C only requires a marginal bit of additional work and
turns out to be

γαβ
p5
∂αĈ

µ
β = 150(γ n

[p5
θ)µ(θγp2p3p4θ)Φp1]n (60)

which means that (46) is equivalent to

5b = a. (61)

Thus

V(3)(N) =

(
− i∂Xm ikr

22
(λγsθ)(θγ

srnθ)− ∂θµ iN
2

(λγmθ)(γnθ)µ+

+
iN

24
: Nst(λγ

mθ) : (θγnstθ)+

− iN

5× 24
(λγsθ)(pγmtθ)(θγnstθ)

)
Φmn (62)

and again, note that we implicitly normal-order the pθ and X operators.
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4.4 Three point disc amplitude of LRT bosons

The X-sector measure that is relevant for the scatterings of LRT bosons is

〈Φ1Φ2Φ3〉 = s1!s2!s3!2s1+s2+s3
( z23

z12z13

)s1−n1
( z13

z12z23

)s2−n2
( z12

z13z23

)s3−n3×

×
∑

(i,j,k)∈I

δi12δ
j
13δ

k
234−i−j−k

(φ1 · ks1−i−j2 )(φ2 · ks2−i−k3 )(φ3 · ks3−j−k1 )

i!j!k!(s1 − i− j)!(s2 − i− k)!(s3 − j − k)!

where I = {(i, j, k) ∈ N3|s1 − i − j ≥ 0, s2 − i − k ≥ 0, s3 − j − k ≥ 0}
and ΦI =: i∂Xm1 . . . i∂XmsI eikx : φIm1...msI

. Here we allow sI 6= nI and
suppress the remaining nI + 1 − sI indices. Again, note that we have not
used boundary derivatives here which accounts for the ’missing’ prefactor
when compared to the same expression in [6].

When the φI are given and the range I is given by sI = nI + 1 we use
the following notation for these sums:[

F (i, j, k)

]
Σ

=
∑

(i,j,k)∈I

δi12δ
j
13δ

k
234−i−j−kF (i, j, k)×

× (φ1 · ks1−i−j2 )(φ2 · ks2−i−k3 )(φ3 · ks3−j−k1 )

i!j!k!(s1 − i− j)!(s2 − i− k)!(s3 − j − k)!
(63)

To illustrate, consider the partial disc amplitude of three LRT bosons of
masses n1, n2, and n3. The scattering can be shown[6] to be

〈cV (0)
1 cV

(−1)
2 cV

(−1)
3 〉RNS =

= n1!n2!n3!× 23+n1+n2+n3

[
ij + ik + jk − s1k − s2j − s3i

]
Σ

(64)

Turning to pure PS calculations now it can be seen that three LRT boson
(partial) disc amplitude is particularly simple for a number of reasons. As
mentioned earlier, the absence of zero modes for the operators of positive
conformal weight along with the absence of integrated operators allows us
to calculate this scattering from the equation (35) and (62). Additionally,
the symmetry of the scattering makes it marginally easier to calculate. As
was the case for gluons, there are only three contributions to the partial am-
plitudes, and each is identical to the others up to a reindexation. Moreover
the ∂θ-term of V(3) can be ignored since there is no p present in V(1).

Let V(3) = VB + VH + VF + VC , where the subscript indicates the term
according to how they were defined in (37), e.g. B corresponds to the ∂θ
term.
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〈V 1
(1)V

2
(1)V

3
H〉 = 〈Pm1 Pn2 [λα∂XsHrp

sα]3〉〈Φ1mΦ2nΦ3rp〉X =

= − ik3r

22
〈PmPnPsQsrp〉PS〈Φ1mΦ2ni∂X

qΦ3qp〉X =

=
−ikr3δmnrp
45× 22

〈Φ1mΦ2nΦp
3〉X =

=
in1!n2!n3!

90
× 2n1+n2+n3−2

[
k(s1 − i) + j(s2 − i)− 2jk

]
Σ

(65)

〈V 1
(1)V

2
(1)V

3
F 〉 = 〈Pm1 Pn2 [N stλαFαst]3〉〈Φ1mΦ2nΦp

3〉X =

=
in3

24
〈Pm1 Pn2 [Nst(λγ

rθ)(θγpstθ)]3〉PS〈Φ1mΦ2nΦ3rp〉X =

=
z12

z13z23

iN

90× 23
〈Φr

1Φp
2Φ3rp〉X =

=
in1!n2!n3!

90
× 2n1+n2+n3−2

[
jk

]
Σ

(66)

〈V 1
(1)V

2
(1)V

3
C〉 = 〈Pm1 Pn2 [pµλ

αCµ α]3〉〈Φ1mΦ2nΦp
3〉X =

=
−in3

5× 24
〈Pm1 Pn2 [P s(pγrtθ)(θγpstθ)]3〉PS〈Φ1mΦ2nΦ3rp〉X =

=
z12

z13z23

in3

90× 23
〈Φr

1Φp
2Φ3rp〉X

=
in1!n2!n3!

90
× 2n1+n2+n3−2

[
jk

]
Σ

(67)

Some redefinition of summation ranges is necessary in order to arrive at
these results. Moreover, we have used transversality and conservation of
momentum to put the amplitudes in this form. Overall we find that

〈V 1
(1)V

2
(1)V

3
(3)〉 =

in1!n2!n3!

360
2n1+n2+n3

[
ks1 + js2 − i(k + j)

]
Σ

. (68)

Summing over the three permutations of V(3) insertions in the amplitude
gives the correct partial amplitude, namely:

〈V 1V 2V 3〉 =
in1!n2!n3!

180
× 2n1+n2+n3

[
ks1 + js2 + is3 − ik − jk − ij

]
Σ

(69)
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5 Discussion

In this thesis we have determined the PS vertex operator of all LRT bosons
to a degree of precision sufficient for finding the 3-point disc amplitudes.
We used this to establish that the 3-point disc scattering of LRT bosons
in the PS formalism is the same as that of the RNS formalism. It would
be interesting to extend this to include general N-point disc amplitudes of
LRT-bosons or to include LRT fermions. While the above shows that it
is possible to use this method to determine PS vertex operators - and by
extension the scatterings of the associated states - if one is only interested in
general higher spin dynamics it is arguably more important to analyze the
practicality of using this method rather than doing the same calculations
in the RNS theory. As mentioned earlier, two major advantages of the PS
formalism are the possiblity of determining higher genus scatterings, and
determining scatterings with a large number of external fermions, both with
relative ease when compared to the RNS calculation. Clearly these benefits
of the PS formalism are not seen in the results of this thesis. Instead we
have illustrated one way to determine NS+ vertex operators, and used this
to determine the LRT boson 3-point scatterings. To illustrate the viability
of using this method at higher mass levels let’s consider the first massive
level vertex operator as given in [1]:

V = λα∂θµBαµ + λαdµC
µ
α + λαΠmHmα+ : λαNmn : Fαmn (70)

where

Bαµ = γm
3

αµBm3 Cµα ∝ γm
4µ

α∂m1Bm2m3m4

Hm
α ∝ (γnpD)αB

mnp Fαmn ∝ 7∂[nHm]α + (∂qγq[mHn])α (71)

andBm3 |θ=0 ∝ bm3 , DαB
mnp|θ=0 ∝ (γ[mnψp])α, and φmn ∝ γαβ(mDαH

n)
β |θ=0.

Comparing this to (35) one can see that the implicit gauge choices that have
been made in using the map (32) have given us a particularly simple form
of the vertex operator at O(θ1). This highlights two things: To begin with,
the relative complexity of the cohomology of Q. It is not obvious that there
exists some gauge transformation taking us between V(1) as given by (35)
and as given by (70). This is a result of the linear dependence of the various
terms of the form : wαλ

βλσ : and the multitude of gauge transformations
QΛ = δV available. Secondly, there is the usefulness of the map (32) at
higher mass levels. Due to the exponentially scaling complexity of QV = 0
with the conformal dimension6 it is clear that, in general, V(1) may assume
a very complicated form which we conveniently have been able to avoid
here. In turn, we were able to determine V(3) from the equations of motion.

6Naively, the problem scales at least like 6n where n is the conformal dimension of the
vertex operator at zero momentum.
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However, this only allows us to determine the 3-point disc scatterings which
clearly does not give any new insight into the interactions of LRT states.

By considering the measure 〈λ3θ5〉 ∝ 1 on the disc one can get a rough
picture of how to determine more general disc amplitudes with LRT bosons.
The unintegrated gluino vertex operator is of the form

V gluino = V(2) +O(θ4) (72)

so it is clear from (35) that we can already determine the 2 gluino-1 LRT
boson scattering. The next simplest extension of these results to more gen-
eral scatterings is to consider the 2 gluino-2 LRT boson scatterings on the
disc, which only requires us to determine the first term U(0) of the integrated
LRT boson vertex operator expansion

U =
∑
n≥0

U(2n) (73)

where QU = ∂V . Again, this should not be significantly simpler than the
corresponding RNS calculation. Suppose instead that we calculate the 2
LRT boson-4 gluino scattering. This can be determined if we know V(5) and
U(2), and if we add more gluinos the problem scales in a similar fashion.

The amplitude calculations on higher genera are substantially more com-
plicated, and it becomes necessary to consider several new phenomena that
are not present for disc scatterings. Of course, since the higher genus in-
teractions for massless states are known, the main problem is again that of
finding U and V . One possible way of determining V is to apply the general
map (29) which allows us to circumvent the problem of solving QV = 0
order by order. To clarify, the simplified map we used in this thesis was
helpful precisely because we could extract the information relevant to the
3-point amplitudes (V(1) and V(3)) with relative ease due to the simple form
of the LRT boson RNS vertex operator. The general map is different in
that it does not only give V(1), but the entire operator V . However, as men-
tioned above, there are other complications that arise when using this map.
In particular, it becomes necessary to gauge away a collection of singular
terms that arise from breaking SO(10) → U(5) and twisting the ψm. Still,
for sufficiently high mass states and orders in θ it could turn out to be far
simpler to use this general map, since we do not directly need to construct
a general basis for elements of conformal weight N and ghost charge +1.
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